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Abstract
The paper presents the tracking of the behavior in time of Cumpăna Dam by establishing the horizontal displacements
(dx and dy) compared to the base tranche and the previous tranche, and also the processing of these measurements and
establishing conclusions and recommendations regarding the behavior of the objective taken into study. The
planimetric tracking network used in the case study consists of 7 pilasters and 25 tracking marks. The azimuth and
zenith observations made in the case of Cumpăna Dam were conducted with the total station of geodesic order, Leica
TM 30 which provides an angular accuracy of 0.5 " or 1" and a distance measuring accuracy of 0.6 mm + 1 ppm on the
prism, respectively 2 mm + 2 ppm to any surface. A condition for the accurate determination of absolute displacements
of the construction is the stability of geodetic network points. The compensation of the micro-triangulation network was
performed in block, using the least squares method.
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INTRODUCTION

Support networks related to the tracking of
concrete dams, of hydro-technical or hydroenergetic objectives are in the form of a microtriangulation local network with high accuracy
(Dima, 1999; Ghitau, 1983; Ortelecan, 2006;
Salagean et al., 2016).
Support network points (pilasters) of which are
made the zenithal, azimuth and distance
observations are constructed of reinforced
concrete that are embedded in solid bedrock,
giving them the certain stability.
At the top of the pillars, immediately after their
concreting, is placed a special plate for forced
centering the geodetic instruments (Ortelecan
et al., 2012).
Paper presents the tracking of the behavior in
time of Cumpăna Dam by establishing the
horizontal displacements (dx and dy) compared
to the base tranche and the previous tranche,
and also the processing of these measurements
and
establishing
conclusions
and
recommendations regarding the behavior of the
objective taken into study.

In order to ensure protection and safety of dams
it should be considered the action that water
exerts on these hydro-technical constructions
(Hann, 2015).
By creating accumulation lakes, dams produce
a variety of effects on the environment such as
the change of: climate regime, biological
regime, groundwater regime from the slopes
which support the dams (Brebu et al., 2010;
Herban et al., 2015).
In order to avoid natural hazards such as
breakage of dams, their overthrow, landslides,
water spilling in the downstream etc. It requires
the monitoring of the behavior in time of these
hydro-technical constructions, beginning with
the construction period, during commissioning,
as well as during exploitation.
The aspect regarding the monitoring of the
behavior in time and ensuring dam safety is
regulated by Law no. 466 from 18th of July
2001, for approving the Government
Emergency Ordinance no. 244/2000 (Hann,
2014; Popa, 2012; Burghila et al., 2016).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The technical characteristics of Cumpăna
Dam are:
- Height measured above the foundation:
33 m.
- The length of the canopy cover: 110 m.
- The width of the canopy cover: 2 m.
- The width at the dam basis: 8 m.

The case study was conducted at Cumpăna
Dam, which is a concrete arch dam. The dam is
located on Cumpăna River at about 2 km from
the confluence with Vidraru Lake and at
about 25 km upstream from the Vidraru Dam
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. The location of Cumpăna Dam (source: capture http://www.geo-spatial.org/harti/)

Cumpăna Dam allows the capture of rivers
Cumpăna
and
Topolog
(through
an
underground passageway which has a length of
7 km) and their lead to Vidraru lake, through
Cumpana hydropower station (located at about
2 km downstream of the dam with an installed
capacity of 5 MW). The dam was put into
operation in 1968 (Figure 2).

For the micro-triangulation, respectively for the
measurement of directions and distances, it was
used a Leica TM 30 total station. This type of
total station provides an angular accuracy of
0.5" or 1" and a distance measuring accuracy of
0.6 mm + 1 ppm on the prism, respectively
2 mm + 2 ppm to any surface.

Figure 2. Cumpăna Dam
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This network (Figure 3) consists of:
- 7 pilasters (D1, D2, D3, DB, S1, S2,
SB1);
- 10 tracking marks (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5,
R6, R7, R8, R9, R10).
In the micro-triangulation network performed
for monitoring the behavior of Cumpăna Dam,
were made angular and linear observations.
The method of measurement used for the
micro-triangulation has been the tour of the
horizon method, from each pilaster in which
was stationed were made 3 series of
measurements.

The micro-network triangulation pilasters were
built on the dam canopy (2 pilasters) and
downstream of the dam (5 pilasters). The
pilasters are equiped with Wild forced
centering devices. The tracking marks are
metallic and enameled, being suitable except
those which were broken and rusted.
The geodetic network for monitoring the
behavior in time of the construction was
designed in 1967 and is satisfactorily
materialized except the pilaster S1, which had
to be reconsolidated due to slope slipping.

Figure 3. The monitoring network

The compensation of the micro-triangulation
network was performed in block, using the

least squares method, being considered as fix
points: D1, D3 and S1 (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Sketch of the monitoring network

The local coordinates of the pilasters and
tracking marks for the zero tranche are
presented in Table 1 and the coordinates for the
current tranche (tranche - 2016) are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Local coordinates of pilasters
and tracking marks - tranche - 2016
Point No.
1
2
3

Table 1. Local coordinates of pilasters
and tracking marks - tranche - zero
Point Name
D3
D1
S1
D2
DB
S2
SB1
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

X (m)
Pilasters
946.0991
965.4544
954.8455
952.8683
990.2022
981.4304
979.1353
Tracking Marks
975.1041
986.4352
991.3991
991.3862
986.4351
974.8727
966.3920
966.1069
965.8737
965.3476

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Y (m)
996.0471
969.5523
1020.2946
972.7380
987.1735
1026.2654
1034.3352
961.8975
977.2300
996.2729
1003.8018
1022.8078
1038.3249
1042.1744
1041.8860
1041.3242
1040.4777

Point Name
X (m)
Old Points
D1
946.0990
S1
954.8460
D3
965.4544
New Points
D2
952.8719
R1
975.1031
R2
986.4325
DB
990.1954
R3
991.3936
R4
991.3793
R5
986.4265
S2
981.4245
SB1
979.1290
R6
974.8602
R7
966.3812
R9
965.8639
R10
965.3394

Y (m)
966.0470
1020.2950
969.5552
972.7452
961.9056
977.2371
987.1797
996.2800
1003.8085
1022.8120
1026.2645
1034.3304
1038.3191
1042.1722
1041.3223
1040.4750

The compensation method:
- indirect observations method;
- compensation in block for triangulation
and trilateration;
- compensation in block for coordinate
differences x and y;
- constrained network on the old points.
Network total number of points:
- old points:
- new points:
Medium length of a side:

16
3
13
32 m

The planimetric displacements toward the basis
tranche are shown in Table 3, separately for
each tranche.
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Table 3. Comparative table of planimetric displacements toward the basis tranche

As it can be seen in the comparative table with
the planimetric displacements for each tranche,
in the case of tranche 2016, there are no results
for the landmark R8 because that mark was
destroyed.

The planimetric displacements of the tracking
marks placed on Cumpăna Dam, were
represented in a graph both for the X axis and
Y axis (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5. Planimetric displacements on X axis
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Figure 6. Planimetric displacements on Y axis
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In
carrying
out
the
topo-geodetic
measurements, it was found that the pilasters
DB and SB1 are damaged on top due to the
lack of protection covers.
In this regard it is necessary to protect them
with protective covers to prevent their
degradation in time.
In order to perform properly the following
micro-triangulation tranches, the visibility
aisles between the micro-triangulation pilasters
and the landmarks from the dam’s crest must
be widened. It is also necessary to inform the
competent
authorities
about
these
deforestations.
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